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Dru Global 60XT BF
DRU Global gas fires offer all the benefits of a quality DRU fires, but at a prices that are affordable for the
average household. They have imaginative designs with robust engineering standards and are built to last
for years and years to come.
Global gas fires are available in both balanced flue and conventional flue formats. The balanced flue
versions can be installed in homes with or without a traditional chimney, offering style, efficiency and
flexibility. The conventional flue versions are designed to be inserted into Class 1 British or Irish chimneys,
with ease and economy of installation.
The DRU Global 60XT gas fire has been designed for homeowners aspiring for a luxury gas fire on a
budget. It is a mid-sized, square format gas fire with realistic logs and a choice of smooth black, natural
brick, classic brick or Ceraglass interiors. It is a balanced flue fire, so it can be installed with or without a
chimney.
Global 60XT offers a flexible range of options for the home. It can be simply a hole in the wall fire or can be
embellished with simple but effective outer frames. It can also be combined with Kernow fIres
custom-designed fire surrounds to create a classic British-style fireplace.
Like all DRU fires, the Global 60XT BF is operated by electronic remote control and is available in natural
gas or LPG propane versions.
And with an impressive 84% efficiency rating, DRU Global 60XT is affordable in both the short and long
term for hard-pressed household budgets.
Specifications
Height: 925
Width: 738
Depth: 295
Fuel: Gas
Output: 2kw - 7kw
Efficency: 84
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